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Brasil has gone through intense social advance since the 1988 Constitution setting, specially under the 12 last years, in all regions and even more in the more vulnerable ones, as reported by UNDP, FAO and WB.

- The social improvement can be shown by a suite of indicators (like MDGs) or by a Multidimensional Index (built by crossing monetary poverty and social rights).
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The declining and even accelerated trends were not “natural”, but conquered by well-set and well-informed policies during the period.
How was possible to keep reducing multidimensional poverty and even accelerating its fall during 24 years?
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How does it apply to SDGs agenda?

Not letting it be an indicator monitoring agenda, but a platform to guide the selection of feasible goals, good practices on public policies and improvement on policy governance and public technical skills.

Setting Feasible Goals
Social progress
Economic choices
Environmental concerns

Improvement of Governance and Technical skills in public sector at all levels of government

Knowing Good practices on public policies by South to South Cooperation
How Monitoring and Evaluation Capacities and Bangkok Declaration can help this broader agenda?

- Taking a large definition of Evaluation: information and knowledge to design, monitor, and evaluate policies and programs.

- Considering that information and knowledge on Evaluation should be taken to all levels of government, because everyone plays a role on program improvement.

- Helping to build an inventory of documents on well succeeded public policies and programs around the world.

- Helping to build capabilities to produced statistical data and national registers around the world.
Thanks !!
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